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 c. If needed use binder clips to hold the glued seams  
  until dry.

5. Pin the coated poplin coat to the cotton coat so right  
 sides are out. Sew around the borders to secure the  
 cotton lining to the coated outer.

6. Top stitch either side of the ditch along the cuff to neck  
 seams on both sides.

7. Front bands;
 a. Trim excess fabric from around all edges.
 b. Sew bias binding to the middle edge of the front  
  panels.
 c. Front right panel;
  i. Mark 5cm from the bias binding edge and draw a  
   line on the lining side using the dressmaker pencil.
  ii. Evenly space five male snap fasteners along the  
   marked line leaving at least 2cm between the top  
   and bottom snaps and the edges.
  iii. Secure the snaps in the fabric so the right side of  
   the snap sits on the coated poplin side of the coat.
 d. Front left panel;
  i. Mark 2cm from the bias binding edge and draw a  
   line on the lining side using the dressmaker pencil.
  ii. Mirror the placement of the female snaps from the  
   right panel across to the left so they line up.
  iii. Secure the snaps in the fabric so the right side of  
   the snap sits on the coated poplin side of the coat.
 e. Turn the bias edge in of itself to create a 3.5cm hem  
  with coated fabric facing out. Pin and sew along the  
  inside edge of the bias binding. Repeat for both  
  panels.

8. Sew bias binding around all remaining raw edges folding  
 the binding in on itself at the ends to create clean seams.

9. Transfer the circle markings on the patterns to the inside  
 lining of the coat. Secure a male and female snap to  
 each side of the coat so the right side of the snap sits on  
 the lining side of the coat.

DIFFICULTY ●○○

Approximate Time of Project: 1 hour
Size: 2 - 4 years

MATERIALS
Raincoated poplin
Homespun cotton (complementary colour to poplin)
Thread (complementary colour to Homespun)
Fabric glue
Bias binding (complementary colour to Homespun)
Snap fasteners

EQUIPMENT
Fabric scissors
Pins
Sewing machine
Dressmaker pencil

HELPFUL HINTS
• 1cm seam allowance included.

STEPS
1. Using the dimensions and drawing supplied draw out  
 your template onto a large sheet or sheets of paper.

2. Cut the following;
 a. Coated poplin- one Back on the fold and cut two Front  
  panels using fold as centre front.
 b. Cotton- one Back on the fold and cut two Front panels  
  using fold as centre front.

3. Create the Raincoat shape;
 a. Pin the cuff to neck seams of the Back and left front  
  together so right sides touch. Sew along seam  
  between cuff and neck. Repeat for the Back and right  
  Front panel.
 b. Repeat with the Homespun pieces.

4. Waterproof the seams of the coated poplin coat;
 a. Cut 1.5mx2cm on the bias of the poplin.
 b. Pressing the seams open as you go glue the poplin in  
  the seams on the wrong side so coated sides are  
  touching.
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10. Undo all snaps and place over the child’s shoulders.  
 Do all the snaps up the front of the coat. The snaps on  
 the sides are optional but can be done up to create a  
 more defined arm hole. Alternatively these snaps can be  
 left undone and the coat can be worn and a poncho  
 or cape.



RAINCOAT FRONT
CUT 2 RAINCOATED POPLIN

CUT 2 HOMESPUN
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RAINCOAT BACK
CUT 1 RAINCOATED POPLIN

CUT 1 HOMESPUN

26cm

40cm

5cm
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